Abstract-Transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) are relatively short (5-15 bp) and degenerate. Identifying them is a computationally challenging task. In particular, protein binding microarray (PBM) is a high-throughput platform that can measure the DNA binding preference of a protein in a comprehensive and unbiased manner; for instance, a typical PBM experiment can measure binding signal intensities of a protein to all possible DNA k-mers (k ¼ 8 $10). Since proteins can often bind to DNA with different binding intensities, one of the major challenges is to build TFBS (also known as DNA motif) models which can fully capture the quantitative binding affinity data. To learn DNA motif models from the non-convex objective function landscape, several optimization methods are compared and applied to the PBM motif model building problem. In particular, representative methods from different optimization paradigms have been chosen for modeling performance comparison on hundreds of PBM datasets. The results suggest that the multimodal optimization methods are very effective for capturing the binding preference information from PBM data. In particular, we observe a general performance improvement if choosing di-nucleotide modeling over mono-nucleotide modeling. In addition, the models learned by the best-performing method are applied to two independent applications: PBM probe rotation testing and ChIP-Seq peak sequence prediction, demonstrating its biological applicability.
INTRODUCTION
T HE DNA binding of various transcription factors (TF) onto cis-regulatory DNA elements near genes in human and other eukaryotes is one of the major gene regulation mechanisms [1] . Binding of different combinations of TFs may result in a gene being expressed in different tissues or at different developmental stages. To fully understand a gene's function, it is essential to identify the TFs that regulate the gene and the corresponding TF binding sites (TFBSs, also known as DNA motifs). Traditionally, these regulatory sites were determined by labor-intensive experiments such as DNA footprinting or gel-shift assays. Various computational approaches have been developed to predict TF binding sites in silico [2] . TFBS are relatively short (5-15 bp) and highly degenerate sequence motifs, which makes their effective identification a computationally challenging task. A number of high-throughput experimental technologies were developed recently to determine protein-DNA binding such as protein binding microarray (PBM) [3] , chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) followed by microarray or sequencing (ChIP-Chip or ChIP-Seq) [4] , [5] , microfluidic affinity analysis [6] , and protein microarray assays [7] , [8] . In contrast, unfortunately, it is still difficult and time-consuming to extract the high-resolution 3D protein-DNA (e.g., TF-TFBS ) complex structures with X-Ray Crystallography [9] or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopic analysis [10] .
The technology of ChIP followed by microarray or sequencing (ChIP-Chip [4] and ChIP-Seq [5] , [11] , [12] ) measures the binding occupancy of a particular TF to the nucleotide sequences of co-regulated genes on a genomewide basis in vivo, but at low resolution. Further processing are needed to extract precise TFBSs [13] . On the other hand, in vitro techniques such as PBM [3] , microfluidic affinity analysis [6] , and protein microarray assays [7] , [8] enable us to measure the DNA sequence binding of TFs in vitro completely. In particular, the PBM was developed to measure the binding preference of a protein to a complete set of k-mers in vitro [3] . The PBM data resolution is unprecedentedly high, comparing with the other traditional techniques. It has also been shown to be largely consistent with those generated by in vivo genome-wide location analysis (ChIPChip and ChIP-Seq) [3] . As a result, researchers have applied this technique onto many transcription factors, and a large amount of PBM data has been being accumulated and deposited to the UniProbe database [14] .
In recent years, the encyclopedia of DNA elements (ENCODE) project has revealed genome-wide TFBS locations on human genomes in 2011 [15] . The drastically decreasing cost of sequencing enables the 1,000 Genomes Project to be completed, resulting in an integrated map of genetic variation from 1,092 human genomes published in 2012 [16] . Those massive genomic data call for accurate DNA motif modeling techniques in TFBS sequence pattern recognition.
Traditional approaches that rely on cut-offs are no longer adequate. Robust and probabilistic methods were developed to take into account those quantitative affinity data. In light of that, Seed and Wobble has been proposed as a seed-based approach using rank statistics [3] . RankMotif++ was proposed to maximize the log likelihood of their probabilistic model of binding preferences [17] . MatrixREDUCE was proposed to perform forward variable selections to minimize the sum of squared deviations [18] . MDScan was proposed to combine two search strategies together, namely word enumeration and position-specific weight matrix updating [13] . PREGO was proposed to maximize the Spearman rank correlation between the predicted and the actual binding intensities of ChIP-Chip data [19] . Herd clustering was proposed for multiple TFBS motif elucidation on PBM data [20] .
Given a set of DNA sequences, PBM can be used to measure their binding signal intensities for a given DNAbinding protein. Specifically, each probe sequence is associated with a normalized signal intensity value. The higher the normalized signal intensity, the stronger is the binding preference of the DNA-binding protein to the corresponding probe sequences. It should be noted that the actual mathematical relationship between the real binding affinity and the normalized signal intensity is unknown since it still depends on specific experimental settings [17] . Our goal is to uncover a motif model which can summarize and represent the DNA binding preference of the DNA-binding protein. The most common motif models are matrix models which assume independence between adjacent motif positions, justified by the experimental and theoretical statistical mechanical study [21] . Although a recent attempt has been made to generalize matrix models, the insertion and deletion operations between adjacent nucleotide positions are still challenging [22] . In this work, we describe our efforts in comparing different approaches to learn DNA motif models for ranking motif instances on PBM data.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
For each PBM dataset, we are given a set of DNA sequences fseq 1 ; seq 2 ; . . . ; seq n g and the corresponding normalized signal intensity values fI 1 ; I 2 ; . . . ; I n g (e.g. Array #1). Following the PBM data analysis convention, we refer to such type of input dataset as an array in this manuscript. To extract informative motif data, a sliding window of length k is used to scan each DNA sequence (and its reverse complement) in order to count and record the normalized signal intensity values for each k-mer. Once all the DNA sequences are scanned, a list of normalized signal intensity values is obtained for each k-mer that is present in those DNA sequences. The median of the list is calculated as the median signal intensity m m for each kmer s m . Among those k-mers, some are motif instances (positive k-mers) while the others are just background kmers. Robust estimate procedures proposed in RankMotif ++ [17] can then be applied to learn the positive k-mers. Nonetheless, it has been pointed out that such a robust procedure may not be suitable for all proteins [23] . In light of that, the highly ranked k-mers are regarded as the positive k-mers in this study.
After a set of positive k-mers were selected, they are aligned using a multiple sequence alignment method. The aligned k-mers are then input for training a motif matrix model to represent the binding preferences of the DNAbinding protein of interest.
In this study, we aim at evolving motif models which can truly capture the information from PBM data, reflecting the true binding sequence preferences of DNA-binding proteins. In particular, we seek to evolve matrix models to accurately rank the median signal intensities of positive k-mers. In summary, the problem is formulated as follows:
Input 
where B i is the occurring fraction of the ith nucleotide in all the background sequences [24] .
METHODOLOGY
We note that past literature usually focus on recognizing motif consensus patterns which is not our major focus here. Our main focus is to learn models to fit regressions on the ranks of the top k-mers from PBM. To solve the problem, we apply and compare different optimization methods on PBM benchmark datasets. In this section, we briefly review and describe the optimization methods which we have applied to the proposed problem (See "Problem Description"), including interior point method (IPM) [25] , genetic algorithm (GA) [26] , differential evolution (DE) [27] , crowding genetic algorithm [28] , and crowding differential evolution [28] . Those methods are selected to represent different algorithmic paradigms; for instance, interior point method represents the line search optimization paradigm [29] ; genetic algorithm represents the nature-inspired optimization paradigm [30] ; differential evolution represents the stochastic beam search optimization paradigm [31] ; crowding differential evolution and crowding genetic algorithm represent the multimodal optimization paradigm [32] .
Interior Point Method
Assuming function convexity, line search numerical optimization techniques have been proved successful in different applications , for example, gradient descent and Newton's method [29] . In particular, the interior point method is considered as the state-of-the-arts numerical optimization technique to optimize nonlinear functions with linear constraints [25] . Briefly, instead of traversing the surface of feasible regions, it traverses from the interior points of feasible regions to reach an optimal solution. Such a strategy enables the interior point method to handle multiple sparse linear constraints effectively, making it suitable for this study since the proposed problem here also has multiple sparse linear constraints (See "problem description").
Genetic Algorithm
Nonetheless, the existing real world problems are seldom convex [26] . To circumvent the issue, drawing inspiration from the nature, GA is proposed. Comparing to traditional algorithms, its parallel search capability and stochastic nature enable it to excel in search performance in a unique way [33] . A genetic algorithm usually starts with a randomly initialized population. The population then evolves across several generations. In each generation, fit individuals are selected to become parent individuals. They crossover with each other to generate new individuals, which are subsequently called offspring individuals. Randomly selected offspring individuals then undergo certain mutations. After that, the algorithm selects the optimal individuals for survival to the next generation according to the survival selection scheme designed in advance. For instance, under the overlapping population scheme [34] , both parent and offspring populations participate in the survival selection. Otherwise, only the offspring population will participate in the survival selection. The selected individuals then survive to the next generation. Such a procedure is repeated again until certain termination condition is met [35] . In this study, we follow the unified approach proposed by De Jong to implement GA [34] .
Differential Evolution
Differential evolution was first proposed by Price and Storn in the 1990s [36] . It demonstrated great potential for real function optimization in the subsequent contests [27] . For each individual in a generation, the algorithm randomly selects three individuals to form a trial vector. One individual forms a base vector, whereas the value difference between the other two individuals forms a difference vector. The sum of those two vectors forms a trial vector, which recombines with the individual to form an offspring. Replacing the typical crossover and mutation operation by this trial vector generation, manual parameter tuning of crossover and mutation is no longer needed. It can provide differential evolution a self-organizing ability and high adaptability for choosing suitable step sizes which demonstrated its potential for continuous optimization in the past contests [30] . A self-organizing ability is granted for moving toward the optima. A high adaptability is achieved for optimizing different landscapes [37] . With such selfadaptability, differential evolution is considered as one of the most powerful evolutionary algorithms for real function optimization. For example, mechanical engineering design [38] and nuclear reactor core design [39] .
Crowding DE (CDE) and Crowding GA (CGA)
Although the above, people pointed out that most of the existing algorithms can be easily trapped in local optima. To extend their capabilities, Thomsen [28] incorporated crowding techniques [40] into differential evolution (CDE) and genetic algorithm (CGA) for diversity-preserving and multimodal optimization. For all offspring in each generation, they can only replace the most similar individuals. Although an intensive computation is accompanied, it can effectively transform them into new and effective algorithms specialized for multimodal optimization [41] . To determine the dissimilarity (or distance) between two individuals, the dissimilarity measurement proposed by Goldberg and Richardson [42] and Li et al. [43] is adopted. The distance between two individuals is based on their Euclidean distance. The smaller the distance, the more similar they are and vice versa.
BENCHMARKING

Data Sources
We have adopted the PBM datasets from [17] . Specifically, the PBM datasets focus on five proteins of interest. For each protein, we have two array sets of DNA probe sequences, i.e. array #1 and array #2. Each DNA probe sequence on the array is associated with a normalized signal intensity value. The higher the value, the higher is the binding preference of a DNA-binding protein to that DNA sequence. For each DNA-binding protein, the two arrays (data replicates) are both used for performance comparison. In particular, we seek to examine how each method can rank the aligned input k-mers accurately (i.e., Spearman rank correlation coefficient in "problem description"). For the sake of completeness, the PBM microarray data provided in the comprehensive mouse PBM dataset repository [44] have also been adopted.
Parameter Setting
All methods are implemented in MATLAB codes with the default floating point number representation. Progressive multiple alignment is adopted (MATLAB function: multialign with terminal gaps adjusted option); each pair-wise alignment is done with the NUC44 scoring matrix [45] . After that, pair-wise distances between sequences are computed by counting the proportion of sites at which each pair of sequences are similar and different using NUC44 (ignoring gaps). Assuming equal variance and independence of evolutionary distance estimates, the guide tree is calculated by the neighbor-joining method. For all evolutionary computation methods, population type is overlapping [34] . Population size is set to 50. For population initialization, half of individuals (i.e. 25 individuals) are set to the top 25 aligned k-mers while the other half are randomly generated. On each dataset, we have run each method 30 times to estimate their overall performance. Regarding about the termination condition, as mentioned in the previous study [41] , different algorithms perform different operations in one generation, it is unfair to set the termination condition as the number of generations. Alternatively, it is also unfair to adopt CPU time because it substantially depends on the implementation techniques for different algorithms. For instance, the sorting techniques to find elitists and the programming languages used. In contrast, objective function evaluation is always the performance bottleneck [46] . 1 Thus the termination condition is set to 1,000 and 10,000 objective function evaluations in this study. Uniform nucleotide background distribution is adopted to compute the fitness function since the k-mers are from PBM. Numerical finite difference method is adopted to approximate gradients for the interior point method. For all genetic algorithm methods, block crossover and intermediate crossover can be chosen. The crossover probability is set to 0:8 while mutation probability is set to 0:05. Gaussian mutation with step size 0:5 is applied [34] . Parent selection is set to stochastic uniform selection. For GA, deterministic binary tournament and roulette-wheel (a.k.a. fitness proportional) selection can be chosen for survival selection; For CGA, crowding selection is used for survival selection. For all differential evolution methods, crossover probability is set to 0:8 while the trial vector coefficient F is set to 0:9. For crowding-based methods, crowding factor is set to the population size, avoiding replacement errors.
Performance Comparison
Having set the parameters, we have run each method on each dataset for 30 times. For each run, the best individual model is selected as the final model which is then evaluated its ability to rank the input aligned k-mers. For each dataset, we have calculated the mean and standard deviation of the 30 runs for each method. Especially, a naming scheme is proposed to denote different versions of GA and CGA. GA (block,FP) denotes the GA with block crossovers and fitness proportional selection; GA (block,DBT) denotes the GA with block crossovers and deterministic binary tournament; CGA (block) denotes the CGA with block crossovers and crowding selection; GA (numeric,FP) denotes the GA with intermediate crossovers and fitness proportional selection; GA (numeric, DBT) denotes the GA with intermediate crossovers and deterministic binary tournament; CGA (numeric) denotes the CGA with intermediate crossovers and crowding selection.
Mono-Nucleotide Modeling
The results at 1,000 objective function evaluations are depicted in Fig. 1 . From the results at 1,000 fitness function evaluations, we can have several observations. (1) The numeric crossover operator (i.e. intermediate crossover) is found beneficial to the overall performance. If we compare the GAs with block crossovers to the GAs with intermediate crossovers, we can observe an overall increase in the mean performance if the intermediate crossover operator is used. (2) Although both CDE and CGA (numeric) both adopt numeric operators, CGA(numeric) methods show better performance than CDE at 1,000 objective function evaluations. (3) Fitness proportional selection is worse than the other selections. If we compare the GAs with fitness proportional selection to the GAs with deterministic binary tournament and crowding selection, a decrease in mean performance is observed. A possible explanation is that fitness proportional selection is stochastic, resulting in replacement errors [37] . On the other hand, the other selection methods are deterministic such that replacement errors can be avoided. (4) GA (numeric,DBT) and CGA (numeric) perform the best, while IPM performs the worst on the datasets. It is surprising because IPM is one of the state-of-theart numerical optimization method but even the simplest method (DE) can still performs better than it, indicating the non-convexity of the objective function. Another possible reason is that IPM spend too many function evaluations to compute numerical gradients. 1. For example, over ten hours are needed to evaluate a calculation in computational fluid dynamics [47] .
On the other hand, we observe that most of the methods have not reached their maximal performance for ranking kmers on the datasets at 1000 objective function evaluations; for instance, only less than 10 percent datasets can achieve the mean of Spearman rank correlation coefficients larger than 0.8. Thus we have relaxed the termination condition to be 10-fold (10,000 evaluations). The results at 10,000 objective function evaluations are also depicted in Fig. 1 . From the results, we have several observations. (1) The overall performance of most methods are enhanced after we have relaxed the termination condition except IPM and GA(numeric,FP). The performance of IPM and GA (numeric,FP) have been inhibited due to function non-convexity and replacement errors respectively as described in the previous text. (2) The best-performing methods are DE, CDE, and CGA (block), while the worst one is still IPM. (3) In contrast to the observation at 1,000 evaluations, CDE show better performance than CDE at 10,000 evaluations, reflecting the relative long-term competitiveness of CDE. (4) With the relaxed termination condition, the long-term advantages of block crossover operators can now be observed. The GA methods with block crossovers demonstrate better performance than the previous setting (1,000 evaluations). They can even show comparable results with the other methods.
To investigate the relationships between different methods under different termination conditions (1,000 and 10,000 objective function evaluations), we have drawn a scatter plot to visualize and compare the methods' performance at 1,000 and 10,000 evaluations in Fig. 2 . From the figure, we can observe that most of the methods perform better at 10,000 evaluations than the reciprocal cases at 1,000 evaluations (except IPM and GA (numeric,FP)). It is expected since the methods are given more evaluations for their convergence. IPM does not perform well because it assumes function convexity which is not realistic and applicable to the problem here. On the other hand, the GA (numeric,FP) involves the combination of intermediate crossover operators and fitness proportional selection. The intermediate crossover operators are known to promote incremental convergence which can deepen the effects of replacement errors induced by fitness proportional selection [48] .
Di-Nucleotide Modeling
In the previous section, we have focused on mono-nucleotide motif modeling which is the most common motif model. It assumes independence between adjacent motif positions, as justified by the experimental and theoretical statistical mechanical study [21] . Nonetheless, it is wellknown that adjacent nucleotide dependency exists in some DNA motifs [23] . Thus a recent attempt has been made to generalize the model to handle di-nucleotide representations [22] . In this study, we try to apply and compare the methods to build di-nucleotide motif models to solve the PBM motif ranking problem.
The di-nucleotide modeling results at 1,000 objective function evaluations are depicted in Fig. 3 . From the figure, we can observe the phenomenon similar to the reciprocal mono-nucleotide modeling results in Fig. 1 ; for instance, GA (numeric,DBT) and CGA (numeric) still performs the best while IPM is the worst one. Block crossovers still don't have enough evaluations to unleash its long-term competitiveness. Fitness proportion selection is still not found beneficial to solve the problem. CGA performs better than CDE, although their methodology are similar to each other.
Similar to mono-nucleotide modeling, we observe that most of the methods have not reached their maximal performance for ranking k-mers on the datasets at 1,000 objective function evaluations. Thus we have relaxed the termination condition to be 10-fold (10,000 evaluations). The results at 10,000 objective function evaluations are depicted on Fig. 3 (details can be found in supplementary materials, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http:// doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TCBB.2015.2443782). From Fig. 3 , we can observe that the results are largely consistent with the reciprocal mono-nucleotide modeling results in Fig. 1 with some differences which are described one by one as follows: (1) GA (block,FP) performs even poorer than GA (numeric,FP) which is not observed in mono-nucleotide modeling, implying that the replacement errors induced by fitness proportional selection are disastrous for di-nucleotide modeling. (2) CGA (numeric) becomes the best-performing method for di-nucleotide modeling, beating DE and CDE which are the best methods for mono-nucleotide modeling at 10,000 evaluations. In particular, CGA(numeric) can achieve good ranking performance (Spearman rank correlation coefficients! 0:75) on about 90 percent of the datasets.
To investigate the relationships between different methods under different termination conditions (1,000 and 10,000 objective function evaluations), we have drawn a scatter plot to visualize and compare the methods' performance at 1,000 and 10,000 evaluations in Fig. 4 . From the figure, we can observe that a sharper improvement trend than the improvement trend observed under mono-nucleotide modeling in Fig. 2 . One of the possible explanations is that the degree of freedom under di-nucleotide modeling is much higher than that under mono-nucleotide modeling, which can enable diverse optimization methods to find their own ways to optimize the objective function smoothly. Fig. 2 . Scatter plot for comparing the performance values at 1,000 function evaluations and the performance values at 10,000 function evaluations under mono-nucleotide motif modeling. Each dot denotes a single method's performance on a single dataset. The vertical axis is the mean performance at 10,000 evaluations, while the horizontal axis is the mean performance at 1,000 evaluations. The solid line denotes the baseline on which the performance at 1,000 and that at 10,000 evaluations are the same.
Modeling Comparison
Since we have applied the methods under different modeling settings: mono-nucleotide modeling and di-nucleotide modeling, it is interesting to check whether there is any performance improvement after using di-nucleotide modeling (quadratic model complexity [22] ) over mono-nucleotide modeling (linear model complexity [22] ). Thus we have drawn a scatter plot to compare the performance values of different methods under mono-nucleotide modeling and those under di-nucleotide modeling in Fig. 5 . It can be observed that all of the methods, except GA (block,FP), can achieve better performance under di-nucleotide modeling than mono-nucleotide modeling, justifying the quadratic increase in DNA motif model complexity.
Model Analysis
After the runs (30 runs for each PBM dataset), we have learned thousands of models. It is interesting for us to investigate how the models have been distributed. In particular, as elaborated in the previous sections, we are very interested in the models learned by CGA (numeric) since CGA (numeric) is the best method for di-nucleotide modeling among the methods tested. Thus we have plotted the model lengths, ranking performance (Spearman rank correlation coefficient), and position entropies of the models learned by CGA (numeric) at 10,000 objective function evaluations as shown in Fig. 6 . It can be observed that the average position entropies of the models tend to be be centered around 3:6 (Maximum is Fig. 3 . Performance histograms of different methods applied to di-nucleotide motif modeling at 1,000 and 10,000 objective function evaluations. The vertical axis denotes the number of datasets falling into each mean performance bin, while the horizontal axis denotes the mean performance bins (Spearman rank correlation). GA (block,FP) denotes the GA with block crossovers and fitness proportional selection; GA (block,DBT) denotes the GA with block crossovers and deterministic binary tournament; CGA (block) denotes the CGA with block crossovers and crowding selection; GA (numeric,FP) denotes the GA with intermediate crossovers and fitness proportional selection; GA (numeric,DBT) denotes the GA with intermediate crossovers and deterministic binary tournament; CGA (numeric) denotes the CGA with intermediate crossovers and crowding selection. Fig. 4 . Scatter plot for comparing the performance values at 1,000 function evaluations and the performance values at 10,000 function evaluations under di-nucleotide motif modeling. Each dot denotes a single method's performance on a single dataset. The vertical axis is the mean performance at 10,000 evaluations, while the horizontal axis is the mean performance at 1,000 evaluations. The solid line denotes the baseline on which the performance at 1,000 and that at 10,000 evaluations are the same. 4), reflecting that the motif models learned are complex from the information theory view. The performance of the models is quite satisfactory since the mode of Spearman rank correlation coefficient is near 0:9. On the other hand, it can be observed that the model lengths are usually around 12$14 nt which are consistent with the existing TFBS knowledge [23] .
Sensitivity Analysis
In the previous comparison, we have just adopted a single multiple sequence alignment method for the PBM k-mer alignment. One may wonder if the choice of multiple sequence alignment method could affect the resultant DNA motif k-mer ranking performance (Spearman rank correlation coefficient). Therefore, we have conducted a performance sensitivity analysis on different uses of multiple sequence alignment method with CGA (numeric) which is the best modeling optimization method we have found so far. The results are tabulated in Table 1 . Interestingly, it can be observed that MUSCLE is the best performing multiple sequence alignment method which is consistent with the existing benchmark studies [49] .
Parameter Analysis
On the other hand, algorithmic parameter choice is one of the determining factors for the modeling performance of the optimization methods tested. Of the parameters used, population size is the most influential parameter in this study since such a parameter is involved in all the optimization methods we have compared except IPM. Therefore, we have conducted a parameter analysis on population size settings. Similar to the previous section, CGA (numeric) is chosen for investigation because it is the best optimization method concluded from the previous comparisons. The results are tabulated in Table 2 . The results indicate that small population sizes are beneficial to the current DNA motif modeling problem. It is expected because it has just been reported that a single consensus DNA motif k-mer pattern is more energetically favorable than its neighborhood patterns [50] . Thus the population optimizations methods in this study require few individuals for evolutionarily capturing that single consensus DNA motif k-mer pattern. In addition, we observe that the effect of population size parameter is less pronounced in di-nucleotide modeling than mononucleotide modeling. A possible explanation is that di-nucleotide modeling needs more candidates for encoding that consensus DNA motif k-mer pattern to address its increased model complexity than mono-nucleotide modeling.
APPLICATIONS
PBM Rotation Testing
In PBM technology, we usually have two PBM array datasets for each protein of interest. To test the accuracy of the The termination condition is relaxed to 10,000 objective function evaluations for comprehensive comparisons. Entries denote the Spearman rank correlation coefficients between the actual median binding intensities of the input aligned k-mers and the tentative scores predicted by CGA(numeric) on different PBM datasets (on the top row).
models learned using CGA (numeric), we can apply each model to its corresponding replicate alternatively. For instance, a model learned on array #1 can be applied to rank the probes on array #2 and vice versa. Especially, we are interested in the abilities of the models learned using CGA (numeric) to predict positive probes among all the available probes in an array dataset. Thus we have adopted the traditional measure to define positive probes on each dataset [17] . Mathematically, we define a positive probe to be the probe y whose normalized signal intensity m y > mi þ 4s where mi and s are the median and the median absolute deviation (MAD) of all the probe normalized intensities in the same dataset divided by 0.6745 (the MAD of the unit normal distribution) respectively. Following that definition, we have tested the models learned using CGA (numeric) at 10,000 evaluations on the previous benchmark PBM datasets. In particular, we use a sliding window (with the same length as the learned model of the protein of interest) to scan each sequence and adopt the maximal score as the score of each sequence. Mathematically, given a DNA sequence
. . d T and the corresponding model learned M, we compute its predicted score B M ðDÞ as:
where
Þ is the function S previously described.
The area under curve (AUC) of receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve is adopted as the performance metric to estimate the models' accuracies which are depicted in Fig. 7 . From the results, it can be observed that the models learned using CGA (numeric) at 10,000 objective function evaluations usually show good performance in predicting positive probes on another array dataset. In particular, most of their AUC values are above 0.5 which is the baseline performance value, reflecting the usefulness of the models learned using CGA (numeric). It also implies some data consistency exists between different PBM array datasets for each protein of interest.
ChIP-Seq Peak Sequence Predictions
To demonstrate the utility of the models we have learned further, we have followed the past literature to apply the models to predict ChIP-Seq peak sequences among a set of sequences [51] . In particular, we have checked which models we have learned from the datasets are also found in the ENCODE database (K562 cell line), resulting in the following proteins of interests; Namely, Egr1, Mafk, and Max. The Egr1protein is called Early Growth Response protein 1, a zinc finger protein encoded by Egr1 gene in mammalian genomes [52] . It is a nuclear protein which function is to regulate cell differentiation and mitogenesis, which is also suggested to be involved in different cancers [53] . In contrast, the Mafk protein is a relatively unknown basic leucine zipper (bZIP) transcription factor responsible for developmentally regulated expression of the globin genes [54] . The third one is the MAX protein which is a member of the basic helix-loop-helix leucine zipper (bHLHZ) family of transcription factors. It can interact with several other proteins including the oncoprotein, Myc [55] .
Following the convention in the past literature [51] , we have obtained the ChIP-Seq peak sequences from their BED The termination condition is relaxed to 10,000 objective function evaluations for comprehensive comparisons. Entries denote the Spearman rank correlation coefficients between the actual median binding intensities of the input aligned k-mers and the tentative scores predicted by CGA(numeric) on different PBM datasets (on the top row). files in the ENCODE database. After that, we randomly sample equal amounts of sequences with the same lengths as the peak sequences such that a ChIP-Seq peak sequence dataset is obtained for each protein of interest. In each dataset, half of the sequences are the peak sequences from the ENCODE database while the other half are the background sequences randomly sampled. After the ChIP-Seq peak sequence datasets are obtained, similar to the previous section, we applied the models learned after 10,000 objective function evaluations to perform the binary classification tasks on the ChIP-Seq peak sequence datasets using B M ðDÞ. Having scanned the datasets, we checked our predictions with the actual peak labels. The results are depicted as receiver operating characteristic curves in Fig. 8 . It can be observed that the models learned are found beneficial for the proteins of interests in predicting peak sequences (above baseline), demonstrating its biological applicability. Nonetheless, we would like to note that the performance can be improved further by incorporating additional biological features from other information sources such as histone marks, DNA methylation, nucleosome occupancy, and DNA double helix shape types.
DISCUSSION
Gene expression is primarily regulated by the DNA binding of various modulatory TF onto cis-regulatory DNA elements near genes. To fully understand gene functions, it is essential to identify the binding preference of TFs to their corresponding DNA binding sites (TFBS).
To elucidate TFBSs, we have introduced and described the DNA motif model building problem on PBM. To tackle the problem, different optimization methods have been applied to learn mono-nucleotide matrix models and dinucleotide models on more than 200 datasets. From the results, it can be observed that the stochastic beam search method (i.e., DE) and multimodal optimization methods (i.e., CDE and CGA (numeric)) performed very well in building mono-nucleotide matrix model for ranking the DNA motif instances correctly. For di-nucleotide modeling, CGA (numeric), representing the natured-inspired multimodal optimization paradigm, has been shown to be the best method among the methods tested for capturing the binding preference of proteins on those datasets. In addition, we have observed a general performance improvement trend after adopting di-nucleotide modeling over mononucleotide modeling. Model analysis has been conducted to analyse the statistical properties of the models learned by CGA (numeric). Lastly, the models have been applied to two different biological problems; namely, PBM probe rotation testing and ChIP-Seq peak sequence prediction. The testing and prediction results independently validate and demonstrate the biological applicability of the models learned.
In the future, the prediction of the measured binding affinities will be an interesting direction if the PBM technology can be improved to be more noise-free and platformindependent than the current form.
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